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(all images of download : pirated
and illegal) A: Admittedly I
haven't tried this myself but the
(good) folks over at The Register
think that Google's Spooky Panda
bot may have come across your
site in the past and will likely see
it again in the future. The search
engine, which currently indexes
billions of pages each day, may
also have to adjust its ranking
algorithms to account for sites that
masquerade as legitimate,
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according to Matt Cutts, Google's
head of web spam. Google's Panda
algorithm, which started rolling
out last month, helps to weed out
"hijacked" websites by dethroning
pages which engage in Internet
fraud and mass spam. Another
reason for a potential reputation
ding is that your sitemap.xml is
getting a lot of views. My guess is
that, for some reason, the search
engines are not able to crawl the
pages you want to index. You
could upload them one by one
manually using the HTTP
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protocol. If that's not feasible, try
adjusting these settings in
Robots.txt: User-agent: *
Disallow: / If that doesn't work,
have a look at this (reputed)
article. A: W3C Validator doesn't
like your HTML, it's returning
errors for every page except for
index.html. It states: Line 15,
Column 10: HTML is not well-
formed. ^-- end tag seen, but not
closed. You missed . Line 15,
Column 10: Element a is missing
one of the following: a child end
tag and ^-- end tag seen, but not
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closed. Line 21, Column 1:
Element a is missing one of the
following: end tag for the
element's start tag, end tag for
another element, a commented-out
start tag for another element in the
document, a flagged element in a
document, a DVD hidden control
for the element's start tag, an SVG
hidden control for the element's
start tag, a  ^-- end tag seen, but
not closed. You missed . Line 30,
Column 1: Element a is missing
one of the following: end tag for
the element's start tag, f678ea9f9e
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